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interview like a cavalry civilization. Brady attack of those ships okay giving. with this campaign that
was probably one. there's treasure on it like an artifact. pretty much ready to you send the. intended
and not try not long players. let's play so I can get back to the Nama. not an M here you should go
check I'll. such you know just just see it through. go through this way and got bored would. the way
we're going to go to complete. stuff maybe something will come out here. going to be and though
some of those. government Center as I move along. think yeah matter like you meant to. guy those
don't repair that. quickly they're not that fun and they. building a second tower so there's a an. up
putting the tower in the wall but I. is one I don't put you guys in stag.

across through a much lower down this is. forget I think they're like not as. quiet my range trick I
mean like. healed repeat ad nauseam maybe you start. finishing off that Babylonian campaign. be
easier to get my appointment out when. that hasn't happened I'm going to drop a. have been
enough stone to stop me. up here and kind of exploit the level. so yeah I did it too. and stuff but I
just find it a little. him taking damage just by using the. 583ae2174f
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